
Chapter 1 tells the stories of two companies: Guinness and Enron. The leaders of these companies had 
very different core values, priorities, and behaviors, which produced very different outcomes.

LONG TERM VS SHORT TERM

1. What does the Guinness story show us about the power of having a longterm vision? 

2. What does it take for the heads of a company to pass on a long-term vision successfully to the 
next generation of leadership? 

3. How was Guinness’s definition of success different from Enron’s? 

4. What does Enron’s story teach us about the dangers of the goal of maximizing profits in the 
short term?

INTEGRITY VS. HYPOCRISY 

1. What are some possible reasons Enron’s leadership chose to keep spinning the appearance of 
the company’s success until it was too late to reverse course? 

2. What does integrity in leadership look like? What does it require you to do?

PEOPLE VS. PROFIT

1. If you ask most businesspeople what the goal of business is, they’ll say that it’s to make a 
profit. Do you agree? Why or why not? 

2. If your heart is to steward relationships well, then what motives will you have for running a 
profitable business?

CHAPTER 1: “A TALE OF TWO BUSINESS CULTURES”
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DISCUSSION GUIDE



Chapter 2 introduces the idea that honor or dishonor flows from our our identity— our core beliefs 
about who are in the world. In general, these beliefs produce one of two identity paradigms in us—the 
orphan identity or the son/daughter identity. The journey of identity is learning to move away from 
orphan thinking and behavior and learn to think, behave, and cultivate relationships like sons and  
daughters of the Father.

IDENTITY FORMATION

1. Experiences of pain, fear, loss, or vulnerability have a way of exposing what we believe and 
depend on to define our sense of self. What are some experiences that have helped you become 
aware of your identity beliefs? 

2. Danny points out, “If you don’t have permission in your identity to bring what is valuable and 
wonderful about you to your job or work environment then how are you going to release 
anybody else’s?” How do you learn to see what is valuable, wonderful, and miraculous in 
yourself? 

THE ORPHAN IDENTITY

1. How does shame—the fear of disconnection and belief that our flaws make us unworthy of 
connection—lead us to act in dishonoring ways that violate relationships? 

2. How does mistrust—the inability to expose our needs and allow them to be met in 
relationships—produce dishonor? 

3. How does powerlessness—the belief in an external locus of control—produce dishonor? 

4. How does a poverty mentality—the belief that there is never enough, and that I am not 
enough—lead to dishonor?

CHAPTER 2: “THE JOURNEY OF IDENTITY”
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SON/DAUGHTER IDENTITY 

1. Who has demonstrated honoring courage and vulnerability in relationships in your life?  
What are some examples of what this looks like? 

2. Why is trust critical to demonstrating honor? 

3. What are some ways in which you have grown in being a powerful person, and how has this 
contributed to your ability to honor people and steward relationships well? 

4. What are some of the core beliefs of the wealth mentality, and how do they produce honor?
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CHAPTER 3: “UPROOTING THE ORPHAN HEART”

DISCUSSION GUIDE

In Chapter 3, Bob shares his journey of coming to terms with the lies he learned as a young man that led 
him to live with an orphan identity. Unlearning this identity is a lifelong process for us, one in which we 
gradually learn to respond to the love of the Father and others with trust, vulnerability, and connection.
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THE PROCESS

1. Have you ever realized that one of your core beliefs about who you are, who God is, what 
your story is about, etc. was actually a lie? How did you realize this, and how did you respond? 

2. In your own journey, what are some critical elements to the process of uprooting lies in your 
heart and replacing them with truth?

CONNECTING WITH THE FATHER

1. What have you learned about the Father that is different than what you learned from your 
earthly father? How easy or hard is it for you to see the Father apart from that lens of what 
you learned growing up? 

2. Have you ever asked the Father, “Is what I’m believing right now true”? How has He changed 
the way you see yourself?

LEARNING TO TRUST

1. Can you relate to Bob’s struggle to trust God, Lauren, and others?  

2. How much does the fear of punishment motivate your behavior in relationships? 

3. Bob connects his struggle with shame—the struggle to believe that he was worthy of love—
with his ability to trust and be vulnerable. Why is overcoming shame so critical to being able 
to trust? 

4. How does learning to trust God help us to trust others, and vice versa?



CHAPTER 4: “CHOOSING HONOR”

In Chapter 4, Bob shows how his journey of learning to walk in trust and healthy relationships with God 
and others shaped his decisions and outcomes in times of crisis in his business, enabling Hasson, Inc. to 
weather lost contracts, respond well to the pressures of the Union, and negotiate favorable settlements.
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THE STRENGTH OF PARTNERSHIP

1. 1. Lauren helped pull Bob out of isolation and shame and back into partnership as they faced 
a crisis in their business. Who has done this for you in your life? How has it affected you? 

2. Have you, or someone you know, ended up in a difficult situation in your business? Were 
you/they honest and vulnerable about the situation with the right people? How did this 
impact the outcome? 

3. Bob and Lauren have found strength and wisdom in their commitment to make all major 
decisions together, even when it takes time to get on the same page. Do you make important 
decisions in partnership? What strength has this brought to your life and business?

THE DANGER OF ISOLATION

1. How can you recognize when a person is isolating him or herself? 

2. Do you go after your close friends when you see them struggling with shame or isolation? 
How do you do this? 

3. Do you see people in business, particularly leaders, who are choosing isolation? How is this 
affecting them and those around them?
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CHAPTER 5: “HONORING BUSINESS RELATIONSHIPS”

Chapter 5 shows how the core values of an honoring identity—courage and vulnerability, trust, and 
a powerful, wealthy mindset—set the standard for honoring behavior and dynamics in relationships. 
Bob and Danny emphasize how important it is to cultivate honoring relationships at every level of an 
organization—especially at the executive level.
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IDENTITY AND RELATIONSHIPS

CIRCLES OF RELATIONSHIP

FUNCTIONAL TEAMS

1. Why is it so important for us to overcome our insecurities around performance and 
perception—“Do I have what it takes?” and “What will people think of me?” What are some 
things that have helped you battle these fears? 

2. Do you know leaders who carry enough confidence to be vulnerable and honest in a healthy 
way? How does this affect the environment and culture around them?

1. Do you agree that priority of the health of internal relationships within a business comes 
before outward-facing relationships with customers? Why or why not? 

2. What are some important ways that business leaders create safety within their organizations? 
What happens when these things are missing in an organizational culture?

1. How does having leaders who are willing to “look in the mirror” when there are problems 
contribute to higher levels of trust on a team and in a business culture? 

2. Patrick Lencioni argues that the first sign of an absence of trust on a team is that there is a 
lack of vigorous debate in which every voice contributes truth, so the team can see all the 
issues at stake in making decisions. Where have you seen healthy, truth-seeking debate 
done well, and what does it produce? Where have you seen a lack of healthy debate harm an 
organization?
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CHAPTER 6: “RELATIONAL INVESTMENT”
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Connection is an experience of trust, safety, and belonging between people, and it is critical to effective 
communication and collaboration in relationships and on teams. In Chapter 6, Danny and Bob show 
how learning to do three areas of behavior well— telling the truth, receiving, and serving—drives the 
formation of healthy, honoring connections.
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CONNECTION AND ANXIETY

TELLING THE TRUTH

1. Have you been in working relationship or on a team where the level of trust, safety, and 
belonging was high, and the level of anxiety was low? What behavioral norms contributed to 
this? How did this affect your ability to be yourself and communicate and collaborate? 

2. Have you been in a working relationship or on a team where trust, safety, and belonging were 
low and anxiety was high? What behavioral norms contributed to this? How did this affect 
your communication and collaboration? 

3. How have you seen fear and anxiety invite the worst version of yourself or others to show up 
at work? 

4. How have you seen love and connection invite the best version of yourself or others to show 
up at work?

1. Creating a team culture where everyone knows that their thoughts, feelings, and needs 
are valuable is a key to encouraging assertive communication and discouraging passive, 
aggressive, and passive-aggressive communication styles. What are some important practices 
that communicate and protect this value for each person’s thoughts, feelings, and needs on a 
team?



RECEIVING WELL

SERVING WELL

1. Can you relate to Bob’s struggle with letting Danny pay for his meal? Why do most of 
us struggle with this area of receiving well from others, whether it’s feedback, help, or 
generosity? 

2. Who is someone you know who models receiving well and proves that practicing 
vulnerability by receiving from others on a team is not weakness but strength? Give examples 
of how they do this.

1. Why is serving—solving problems and meeting people’s needs—a position of 
empowerment? 

2. Who is someone you know who models serving well and shows that putting the benefit of 
the team before self-benefit ultimately pays off better for everyone?
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CHAPTER 7: “RELATIONAL RISK MANAGEMENT”

One of the most important ways we protect and strengthen connection is through the honoring 
exchange of feedback and accountability. In Chapter 7, Bob and Danny explore the attitudes and 
practices that enable us to create a healthy culture of feedback and accountability in our relationships.

CONNECTION AND FEEDBACK

SEEKING AND RECEIVING FEEDBACK

1. Why does connection have to be the priority if you hope to create a healthy culture of 
feedback? 

2. How can you tell when feedback is given with the goal of protecting and strengthening 
connection versus “firing stuff off”? 

3. The Internet has created opportunities for people to freely give aggressive criticism and 
feedback with no connection or circle of safety. (Yelp comes to mind.) What are some of the 
ways you see this affecting people? 

4. Have you participated in a work culture where people were passive and afraid of giving 
feedback? Why was this the case, and how did affect people and the organization?

1. Consider the example of the woman who didn’t know why she wasn’t getting promoted 
because she wasn’t being told the truth about the things that were holding her back. What 
needs to happen in a team or organization to prevent or solve scenarios like this? 

2. How do you know if the “sign over your head” says that you truly welcome feedback? 

3. What is some feedback you’ve gotten that maybe wasn’t delivered well, but had truth in it 
that you took to heart and benefitted from? How did this affect you and your relationships? 

4. Who has modeled either giving or receiving feedback well for you? How do they do this and 
how has it affected you?
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CHAPTER 8: “RELATIONAL REWARD”

Investing in and protecting healthy, honoring connections in business help us to conquer the fears 
of lack, failure, and disconnection that keep us from the financial, intrinsic, and relational rewards we 
seek. In Chapter 8, Bob and Danny examine each of these rewards and how teams and organizations can 
pursue them in honoring ways.

FINANCIAL REWARD

INTRINSIC REWARD

1. What are some examples of how the poverty mindset or fear of lack leads business owners 
and/or employees to act in dishonoring ways when it comes to financial reward? 

2. If you are a business owner, what kind of cultural values do you hope to establish in your 
business when it comes to financial reward? What are some of the practices you have 
implemented to move toward this?

1. “Honor tells us that people were designed to be free, so when we trust them with freedom, we 
invite the best of them to the surface” (The Business of Honor, 130). Have you seen increased 
autonomy have positive effects in a business culture? Describe. 

2. What are some things that leaders should do to foster an environment where every team 
member gets to grow and pursue excellence without getting tripped up by jealousy or 
unhealthy competition? 

3. “The honoring purpose of business is not only to make money, but to solve problems for 
people. Goods and services are supposed to be just that—they should bring good into 
people’s lives and serve them in ways that meet their needs” (The Business of Honor, 137). 
What is the purpose of your business or organization? What are some cultural practices that 
help everyone on your team stay connected to this purpose?

DISCUSSION GUIDE

RELATIONAL REWARD

1. Is fun and enjoying one another a priority in your work culture? If so, how does this affect 
your collaboration, communication, and connection?
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CHAPTER 9: “THE HEART AND HABITS OF 
HONORING BUSINESS LEADERS”
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MODELING, EMPOWERING, PROTECTING

THE HEART OF THE FATHER

1. Danny talks about how important it is to “hire fire”—people who are self- motivated and 
passionate about the team or organization and their  contribution to it. If you are a leader 
responsible for recruiting or hiring people, how do you recognize “fire” in someone? What 
other qualities do you look for a new hire? 

2. What are top 2-3 qualities honoring leaders should model for those whom they are leading? 

3. Have you worked for an empowering leader? How did they empower you? How did this affect 
your work and your relationships on the team? 

4. Ken Blanchard says, “Blanchard also says, “Empowerment means that people have the 
freedom to act. It also means that they are accountable for results” (The Business of Honor, 
162). How does an honoring leader keep people accountable for their results? 

5. Have you ever had to fire or remove someone from your team or business? What does it look 
like to do this in an honoring way?

1. What have you come to know and experience about the Father’s heart for people? How has 
this affected you as a leader? 

2. Who is a leader in your life who carries and demonstrates the heart of the Father for people? 
How do they show people the Father? 

3. What does it look like for leaders to mother and father the people in their organizations? How 
do honoring leaders demonstrate the priority of sacrificially giving themselves to help their 
people to grow, thrive, and succeed?
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CHAPTER 10: “RESTORING HONOR”
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WINNING HEARTS

CHOOSING COURAGE

1. Have you had a leader in your life who challenged and pushed you to be grow and excel like 
Dabo Swinney? What impact did they have in your life? 

2. Who is a leader who has successfully won your loyalty? How did they do that? 

3. Are you passionate about challenging others to grow and excel? What are you learning about 
how to do this well? 

4. Both Dabo Swinney and Truett Cathy chose to become very different fathers and leaders 
than what they experienced growing up. What are some things you learned or experienced 
growing up that you want to change for the people you’re influencing? What are the good 
things in your family legacy that you want to pass on?

1. What is a current personal or relational challenge you are currently facing that requires great 
courage? What are you doing to build your courage? 

2. Who are the people and situations where you are currently offering your courage and 
strength to push through challenges and excel in business and life? How are you doing this?


